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Abstract

Purpose. To perform research and detailed analysis of the stress deformed state of rocks around the haulage roadway based on the numerical modeling with the purpose to select the rational type and design of the haulage roadway support at the Beskempir field.

Methods. A comprehensive research method has been used: review and generalization of references related to the study of the stress deformed state of a rock mass, improvement of the walling technology, in-situ and laboratory tests in the research and testing of rock samples strength; application of mathematical statistics and processing of experimental data using software products. The numerical modeling of the stress deformed state was done using the Examine 2D application with due account for the shape of broken rocks area, which is a 138x138x138 m regular triangle. Barton’s Q-system was used to the RQD assessment.

Findings. The numerical modeling of the stress deformed state of rocks in the tectonic fault zone of the haulage roadway at +230 m was performed, and the rock mass deformation zones were defined around the mine contours. The charts showing displacement of roof rocks and walls of the haulage roadway were built, where it was established that the maximum displacement was manifest over the tectonic fault zone. The following zones were identified: the rock mass instability zones with due account for its fracturing, the zones of stable and unstable rock masses of the haulage roadway. It was established that 41.6% of the working with the fault zone is unstable, and 58% of it is a more stable part. It is proposed to divide the haulage roadway into three sections depending on the rock stability with a certain type of support.

Originality. Based on the study of the stress deformed state of the rock mass in the conditions of the Beskempir field, site-specific unstable sections were identified. They ensured the selection of the support design with adjustable resistance.

Practical implications. The application of support with adjustable resistance depending on the rock mass stability ensures minimization of costs for roadway support, maintenance of extensive sections of the working as well as enhanced mining safety in specific mining and geological conditions of the Beskempir field.
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1. Introduction

One of the main strategic tasks of independent Kazakhstan is to increase the gold and currency reserves, especially when the global financial market at times experiences turbulence and crises [11, 12]. Under these conditions, domestic monetary investments in the economy, reliability and stability of the tenge are of particular importance. In this regard, the role of the country’s gold and currency reserves sharply increases. Having great potential for a significant increase in the production of precious metals due to commercial gold resources in the subsoil, as well as due to gold in man-made mineral formations, in concentration tailings and products of metallurgical treatment, Kazakhstan is far from fully using these opportunities [3], [4]. To achieve the goal of increasing gold production, it is necessary to exclude losses that occur in the process of mining and processing of gold-bearing raw materials at the stage preceding to the production of ready-to-use goods.

To increase the productivity of gold mining deposits, it is necessary to perform significant capital development [5], [6]. In addition, it is known that to increase the productivity of existing mines, it is necessary to build new levels. These mine workings are used by people to transport rock masses, to supply communication (compressed air, clean air, water supply, electric cables, etc.) systems [7]-[9].

Therefore, these mine workings are underground engineering structures. These workings should be able to maintain their design shapes and dimensions [10]-[12]. That is, during the entire life of the mine they are expected to maintain their dimensions and long-term operability [13]. Therefore, the
selection of the optimal type of support for mine workings and the improvement of support structures by deeply studying the physicomechanical properties and geomechanical conditions of the rock mass is a mining priority.

A large contribution in assessing the state of the rock mass and support of mine workings in complex geological conditions was made by M.M. Protodyakonov, P.M. Tsymbarevich, V.D. Slesareva, N.S. Bulychev, V.Ye. Bolikov A.G. Protosenya, A.B. Makarov, M.I. Zharkenov, etc. who proposed various methods for calculating rock pressure. The patterns of rock pressure manifestations on the support were widely used for stopes. At that pressure on the support was determined mainly using physical measurements, which reflected the field-specific features and could not be used for another field. In our case, the stability of the rock mass within the same field varies.

To create a unified model of rock behavior during underground mining, we used the representation of the consolidated rock mass states. However, the object under research falls under various categories of the rock stability.

In this regard, our studies are targeted at the study of the geomechanical state of the Beskempir deposit, classified as the gold deposits of Kazakhstan. The ores belong to the gold-quartz moderate sulfide formation. Associated components are: silver and sulfide sulfur. The relief of the region is hilly, plain with absolute elevations +465-490 m. The climate is sharply continental, arid, with frequent strong winds, mainly north-eastern. Summers are dry and hot; winters lacking snowfalls with frequent thaws. Stable 0.3-0.4 m snow cover lasts from December to February. The average annual temperature is + 5-6°C. The seismicity of the area is 6 points. The principle ore-controlling structures are weathering shear fractures and ruptures. Their length is up to 2-3 km. The inclination is multidirectional at 40-45 to 60-85°. An important role in controlling the position of ore bodies belongs to dykes [13].

The weakest sections are couplings of quartz veins with ore-controlling dykes. The morphology of ore bodies, especially at the Beskempir deposit, is complex. There are many geological faults that shift ore bodies along the vertical and horizontal plane from 1 to 20 m.

The hydrogeological conditions of the deposits are simple. There are no aquifers within or near the ore field, which excludes single concentrated discharge of water into the mine workings. Interstitial water. Actual inflow into underground workings is 15-20 m³/hour. Groundwater is aggressive to concrete containing non-sulfide-resistant cement. Water is not carbonate aggressive.

The Beskempir gold field is located in an intense tectonic zone at the intersection of faults. The maximum disturbance of rocks is noted in the western part of the field. The Beskempir deposit is characterized by complicated, numerous variously oriented disturbances from regional faults of the ancient deposits (Kengirsy) and pre-existent second-order faults (Beskempirsky, Dolinniy, etc.) to weathering fissures, ruptures, shear fractures and fracture structures [14][15].

The present work analyzes the stress deformed state of rocks around the haulage roadway of the Beskempir deposit. The object under research, the haulage roadway, is an important object for the increase in gold production.

The total designed length of the roadway is 1200 m. About 30% of the roadway is crossed with deformed rock mass of medium stability prone to destruction, and the remained length of the haulage roadway (70%) is more stable. The roadway is dome-shaped, the cross-sectional area is $S = 10.9 \text{ m}^2$ ($L = 3400 \text{ mm}$, $H = 3450 \text{ mm}$, $R = 2350 \text{ mm}$, $r = 890 \text{ mm}$). The analysis of the mining geological and mining engineering conditions revealed that the stress deformed state of the rocks around the haulage roadway is complex. The complexity of this task is explained by the variety of rock properties over the entire length of the haulage roadway.

2. Methods

Road-heading in the rock mass disturbs the natural state of stress. As a result, a new state of stress is formed in the rocks surrounding the mine working, which depends both on the components of the initial stress field and the cross-sectional shape of the mine working. The first attempts to determine the rock pressure on the support of underground workings were made in the second half of the nineteenth century. However, a large number of studies of the rock pressure emergence were carried out in the twentieth century. This resulted in further development of the theory of rock pressure. Researchers M.M. Protodyakonov, V.D. Slesareva, P.M. Tsymbarevich, S.G. Avershina, G.N. Kuznetsova, K.V. Ruppenya, A.A. Barisova, F. Shpruta, A. Labassa, V. Itersovna, U. Waker, etc. proposed methods for calculating rock pressure, each using a certain concept of behavior of rocks during their underworking [16][17].

The mentioned methods ensure the determination of the stress deformed state of a rock mass near a horizontal working. With due account for the existing conditions of the researched object, we cannot determine the actual values for choosing the type of support, however, it gives estimated dependences for solving problems in the conditions of plane deformation. At the same time, it is necessary to take into account the variety (the working crosses the fault zone) of physical and mechanical properties throughout the haulage roadway.

The foregoing studies have revealed that, a special approach is necessary in the conditions of the Beskempir field, especially for the haulage roadway, since this mine working is subjected to different stresses. Therefore, the study of this problem is associated with the variety of rock properties, conditions of road-heading and occurrence of these workings as well as the geometry of the workings.

To determine the zone of the stress deformed state of the researched mass, the mining geological and mining engineering characteristics of the Beskempir field were studied. The Beskempir ore bodies are represented by quartz veins with beresite selvages in granodiorites. The hardness of the host rocks on the Professor M.M. Protodyakonov’s scale is 11-14, ore hardness, 16-17. The bulk density of ore and rocks is 2.73 t/m³. The soil conversion factor is 1.6. The average compressive strength in granodiorites is $\sigma_c = 135.33$ MPa, in arkose sandstones $\sigma_c = 159.45$ MPa, in quartz ores $\sigma_c = 166.71$ MPa, in beresites $\sigma_c = 125.32$ MPa, in lamprophyres $\sigma_c = 90$ MPa (Table 1). The bulk density of ores is 2.73 t/m³, that of the host rocks are 2.7 t/m³.

The natural moisture content of rocks and ores does not exceed 1.5%. The actual water inflow into underground mine workings during geological exploration was varied from 7 to 17 m³/hour. According to calculations, the maximum expected inflow depending on the depth will be from 20 m³/hour (level +216 m) to 32-35 m³/hour (level −24 m).
In terms of complexity of the geological structure, the Beskempir field is referred to the 3rd group. The study of the main regulatory and technical production documentation revealed that over 1200 m the roadway was supported according to category IV. Approved regulatory documentation is made on the basis of all the requirements for choosing the type of support. Although the researched object is not entirely complex structurally.

### 3. Results and discussion

Strengthened support is used in unstable host rocks. Analyzing the sources [18], [19], it can be noted that the most common types of supports in complex conditions are combined supports. Such supports can bear high rock pressure from overlying rocks, both at deep and shallow levels, where high pressure results not only from the weight of a rock column, but also from structural disturbance of rocks.

To ensure trouble-free driving in conditions of high rock pressure and structural instability of host rocks, the support must meet the following requirements: high strength and rigidity in the area of established rock pressure, and flexibility in the face zone.

Current practice of construction of underground works reveals that the speed of driving depends on the type and material of support, technology and the degree of mechanization of its construction. And this in turn affects the cost of the facility and the timing of its commissioning. One of the ways to reduce the cost of support of mine workings is the use of combined support.

The analysis of the world practice of supporting underground mine workings as well as the results of patent research, it was found that up to 30% of capital investments were spent on driving the mine workings are spent on their supporting [20][21].

Thus, an in-depth study of the design documentation for the Beskempir field revealed that the horizontal excavation (haulage roadway at +230 m) intersects two tectonic faults. This significantly complicates its construction and stipulates the selection of support category III. At the same time, this roadway has a significant impact on the main mining parameter: productivity, labor intensity, cost of ore mining as well as the safety.

In order to select the optimal type and justify the design of the horizontal support as well as to determine the duration of the main tunneling operations, a detailed study of the mining geological and mining engineering conditions along the mining route was carried out. Figure 1 shows the tectonic fault zones that were identified during a detailed study of the haulage roadway at the +230 m level of the Beskempir field.

A detailed analysis of the field’s opening scheme revealed that the haulage roadway passes through two faults (No. 2 and No. 3). Furthermore, an area of destroyed rocks is formed above the working in the form of a regular 138×138×138 m triangle (Fig. 1).
To specify the boundaries of the fractured zone, we have studied the software packages PLAXIS 8.2; Examine 2D. A comparative analysis led to the selection of the Examine 2D program (Table 2).

Table 2. Established fault zones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions of the working, m</th>
<th>Dimensions of the fault zone, m</th>
<th>Max stress, MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working’s area $S = 10.9 \text{ m}^2$</td>
<td>$a = 138$</td>
<td>from 0 to 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working’s length $L = 1300$</td>
<td>$b = 138$</td>
<td>from 0 to 183 to 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working’s width $B = 3.4$</td>
<td>$c = 138$</td>
<td>from 0 to 52 to 90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The program is interactive and easy to use, ideal for quick parametric analysis, preliminary design, and as a training tool in numerical stress analysis in geotechnical problems [22][23].

The stress deformed state around the working’s contour containing two tectonic faults was investigated within the estimated area shown in Figure 2.

To identify the zone of the rock mass stress deformed state, the basic input data were entered into the Examine 2D program, as a result of which the zones of spread of the rock mass deformations around the working’s contour were determined. This program ensured the monitoring of rocks behavior in the tectonic fault zone of the haulage roadway at the +230 m level.

The approximation of the estimated area of the rock mass was performed using finite elements.

Taking into account the available symmetry, the largest disturbed section of the working in the estimated area was considered where faults No. 2 and No. 3 intersect forming the regular triangle. The size of the estimated area is: $a = 138$ m, $b = 138$ m, $c = 138$ m (along the $X, Y$ axes respectively).

At the initial stage of research, a natural stress state of the rock mass was formed within the estimated area with due account for tectonic disturbance.

The resulting stress deformed state of the rock mass was the source data for the subsequent stages of the calculation.

Modeling of the haulage roadway was performed in the following sequence:

– stage 1: determination of zones of the unstable part of the rock mass with due account for the size of the tectonic fault along the length of the working;
– stage 2: determination of the instability zone of the rock mass with due account for the rock mass fracturing;
– stage 3: determination of the zone of spread of stable and unstable rock mass of the haulage roadway.

Thus, as a result of the research, the zones of spread of the rock mass deformations around the working’s contour were identified, i.e. the modeling ensured the monitoring of rocks behavior in the fault zone. Based on the model of spread of the rock mass stress deformed state, the researched object was divided into three sections depending on the rock mass stability (Fig. 3 and 4).

With the purpose of detailed analysis of the researched object and optimal selection of the type of support, cores around 308-322 blocks were extracted, which provided additional source data on the physical and mechanical properties of the rocks around the haulage roadway.
Strength tests of these samples were done in a geological laboratory on a special press by means of crushing. On the basis of laboratory data, displacement [24, 25] around the working was determined, which also proves the presence of a fault (Fig. 5 and 6).

The type of support for a horizontal mine working is traditionally selected depending on the stability category (Table 3), the criteria of which account for the displacement value $U$.

According to this method, the categories of mine working’s stability are determined according to the absolute value of the maximum rock displacements on the cross-sectional contour, which are determined differentially in the mine working’s roof, bottom and walls. The maximum displacement value of the investigated object corresponds to support category IV (Fig. 7).

It is evident that the maximum displacement value is valid over a length of about 300 m, and the rest of the values are much lower.

Although the total length of the mine working is 1300 m, about 600 m of which is classified as fragmented and highly unstable section of the rock mass.
Table 4. Classification of rocks by stability relative to Q-rating intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q-rating</th>
<th>Description of the rock mass</th>
<th>Category according to Mining Rules</th>
<th>Stability degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01-0.001</td>
<td>exceptionally soft</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>very unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01-0.1</td>
<td>extremely soft</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1-1.0</td>
<td>very soft</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>soft</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>medium stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-10</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-40</td>
<td>hard</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>very stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-100</td>
<td>very hard</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>very stable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Recommended types of support by rock stability categories in compliance with Barton’s Q-system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock stability category</th>
<th>Type of development</th>
<th>Type of support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very stable (I)</td>
<td>Capital development</td>
<td>Shotcrete at least 30 mm thick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporary and non-capital development</td>
<td>In junction points: anchors + shotcrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In junction points: anchorage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable (II)</td>
<td>Capital development</td>
<td>Combined (anchors + shotcrete).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporary and non-capital development</td>
<td>In junction points: combined (anchors + wire net- or fiber-reinforced shotcrete at least 50 mm thick)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shotcrete at least 50 mm thick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In junction points: combined (anchors + shotcrete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium stable (III)</td>
<td>Capital development</td>
<td>Composite (anchors + wire netting + shotcrete at least 50 mm thick).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Instead of wire netting it is allowed to use fiber-reinforced shotcrete at least 50-90 mm thick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporary and non-capital development</td>
<td>Combined (anchors + shotcrete at least 50 mm thick)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In junction points: combined (anchors + wire netting + shotcrete at least 50 mm thick).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Instead of wire netting it is allowed to use fiber-reinforced shotcrete at least 50-90 mm thick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable (IV)</td>
<td>All types of development</td>
<td>Metal arch support + shotcrete. Monolithic concrete support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Composite (anchors + wire netting + fiber-reinforced shotcrete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Special drivage methods are required to change the rock category into higher stability category, i.e. the application of compressible support in combination with forepoling and protective support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very stable (V)</td>
<td>All types of development</td>
<td>Metal arch support + shotcrete. Monolithic concrete support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Composite (anchors + wire netting + fiber-reinforced shotcrete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Special drivage methods are required to change the rock category into higher stability category, i.e. the application of compressible support in combination with forepoling and protective support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Recommended types of support and its gap from the face in compliance with Barton’s Q-system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock stability category</th>
<th>Type of support</th>
<th>Permissible support gap from the face</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>No support</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shotcrete</td>
<td>Up to 100 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anchor</td>
<td>In junction points: not more than 1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Shotcrete</td>
<td>Up to 10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined (anchors and shotcrete)</td>
<td>Anchors not more than 0.8-1 m, shotcrete up to 10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Composite (anchors with wire netting and shotcrete)</td>
<td>The first layer of shotcrete is applied without any gap. Then anchors and net are installed, and another layer of shotcrete is applied on the net with a 0.8-1 m gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Metal arch support + shotcrete</td>
<td>Shotcrete without any gap, arch support up to 1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monolithic concrete support</td>
<td>Up to 1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined (anchors and monolithic concrete or metal arch support)</td>
<td>Anchors without any gap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Composite (anchors + netting + thick shotcrete)</td>
<td>Monolithic concrete or metal arch support: up to 1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anchors and net without any gap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shotcrete without any gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Metal arch support</td>
<td>No gap is permitted. Special drivage methods are required to change the rock category into higher stability category (i.e. the application of forepoling or rock injection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monolithic concrete support</td>
<td>Combined (rock bolting and monolithic concrete or metal arch support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Composite (resin-grouted roof bolts + netting + thick shotcrete)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1) when driving in the rocks of different stability, including in tectonic fault zones, the gap of support should be accepted depending on the weakest rocks;
2) the gap of support is indicated at the time of drilling provided high-quality roof scaling and wall trimming and availability of drilling and blasting permit from the mine overseer.
The performed tests confirmed the appropriateness of span and category of support for the researched object and revealed advantages in comparison with the selection of support using the traditional method. The improved type of support corresponds to the stress deformed state in the fault zone, forming a set of individual support structures (Fig. 8).

The accepted thickness of the shotcrete support in the stable part of the mine working is at least 3 mm. The shotcrete support is used as a basic support. In the zone with stability category II and III, the basic support is used in combination with anchors of different sizes. In the weakened zones (stability category II), the thickness of shotcrete support is not less than 5 mm. In the fragmented unstable zone, the thickness of shotcrete is 5-9 mm. For support the zone of stability category III, an additional metal mesh is used. When using the support with metal mesh, anchors and shotcrete, the shotcrete must cover the metal mesh completely. The metal mesh should be made of a metal 4-6 mm bar (mesh size: 10×10 cm).

The anchor support is used in combination with the basic support in rocks of stability categories II and III. The parameters of the anchor support are selected on the basis of the main dimensions of the mine working, and are as follows: bolt length 1.8–2.5 m, the anchor density: 1.39 pcs/m², the distance between anchors in a row and rows of bolts: 0.85–0.85 m.

As a result of a detailed analysis of the stress deformed state of the rock masses in the fault zone, four typical sections were identified. And depending on the degree of the stress deformed state of rocks, it was recommended to use a specific design of support with adjustable resistance in each zone. The implementation of support with adjustable resistance allows to exclude unreasonable safety factor of support in areas with favorable mining and geological conditions and to prevent its destruction and repeated supporting in adverse conditions due to the timely increase in bearing capacity.

Support with adjustable resistance is a combination of individual support structures and their combinations installed along the mine with optimal parameters for its various sections determined on the basis of continuous monitoring of the rock contour displacement. The support with adjustable resistance in our case includes the basic support (shotcrete) and reinforced supports (combined support).

Thus, based on the preliminary data from the abovementioned study, it is possible to monitor the stress deformed state of the rocks around the mine working. The studies of physical and mechanical characteristics and spread of the stress deformed state with due account for the fault around the mine working lead to the following conclusion. It was established that 41.6% of the mine working with due account for the fault zone is unstable, and 58% of it is a more stable part. This means that stress state changes drastically throughout the mine development. The largest part of the mine working is reliable, although according to the project it is completely supported (100%) in compliance with category III (monolithic concrete support). A certain stress deformed state ensures the adjustment of the support’s length with due account for specific data. In line with these values it is recommended to use the specific design of support with adjustable resistance, where only 23% of the mine working length corresponds to support category III. Thanks to the use of such supports, it becomes possible to control the rock pressure in the complex mining geological conditions of the Beskempir field.

The recommended support with adjustable resistance ensures the increase in the strength and safety of the entire structure, the reduction of labor-intensity and cost of structures as well as the increase in the manufacturability of operations.

**Figure 8. Recommended type of support with adjustable resistance along the mine working**

4. Conclusions

Underground operations in prone to cave-in and unstable rock masses limit the use of energy-intensive equipment and technologies. In turn, this situation leads to a sharp decrease in labor productivity and safety at mineral resource development. The use of traditional supports at roadheading and supporting of underground mine workings in complex geological conditions requires large labor and financial investments and cannot ensure a safe working environment.

As a result of a detailed analysis of the stress deformed state of the rock masses in the fault zone, four typical sections were identified. And depending on the degree of the stress deformed state of rocks, it was recommended to use a specific design of support with adjustable resistance in each zone. The implementation of support with adjustable resistance allows to exclude unreasonable safety factor of support in areas with favorable mining and geological conditions and to prevent its destruction and repeated supporting in adverse conditions due to the timely increase in bearing capacity.

Support with adjustable resistance is a combination of individual support structures and their combinations installed along the mine with optimal parameters for its various sections determined on the basis of continuous monitoring of the rock contour displacement. The support with adjustable resistance in our case includes the basic support (shotcrete) and reinforced supports (combined support).

Thus, based on the preliminary data from the above-mentioned study, it is possible to monitor the stress deformed state of the rocks around the mine working. The studies of physical and mechanical characteristics and spread of the stress deformed state with due account for the fault around the mine working lead to the following conclusion. It was established that 41.6% of the mine working with due account for the fault zone is unstable, and 58% of it is a more stable part. This means that stress state changes drastically throughout the mine development. The largest part of the mine working is reliable, although according to the project it is completely supported (100%) in compliance with category III (monolithic concrete support). A certain stress deformed state ensures the adjustment of the support’s length with due account for specific data. In line with these values it is recommended to use the specific design of support with adjustable resistance, where only 23% of the mine working length corresponds to support category III. Thanks to the use of such supports, it becomes possible to control the rock pressure in the complex mining geological conditions of the Beskempir field.

The recommended support with adjustable resistance ensures the increase in the strength and safety of the entire structure, the reduction of labor-intensity and cost of structures as well as the increase in the manufacturability of operations.
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Аналіз напруженого-деформованого стану порід навколо транспортного штреку родовища “Беспемпір” (Казахстан)

А. Бегалінов, Т. Алменов, Р. Жанақова, Б. Бектур

Мета. Дослідження та детальний аналіз напруженого-деформованого стану (НДС) гірських порід навколо транспортного штреку на основі чисельного моделювання для вибору раціонального типу і конструкції кріплення транспортного штреку родовища “Беспемпір”.

Методика. Використано комплексний метод дослідження: аналіз і узагальнення літературних джерел з вивчення НДС гірських порід масиву, виокремлення та визначення інженерно-геологічних характеристик родовища; застосування математичної статистики та обробки експериментальних даних у програмних продуктах. Чисельне моделювання НДС виконано в програмі Examine 2D з урахуванням утвореної обласі зруйнованих порід у вигляді певного трікутника зі сторонами 138×138×138 м. Для оцінки стійкості порід використовували методику Бартона (Q-рейтинг).

Результати. Виконано чисельне моделювання НДС гірських порід в зоні тектонічного розлому транспортного штреку на горизонтах +230 м і визначено зони позитивного впливу деформації масиву навколо контуру виробок. Побудовано графіки зміщення порід під впливом та бокових масивних штреків в зоні розлому, що міститься у відстані до 130 м від контуру виробок. Встановлено, що виробки у зоні розлому мають транспортного штреку на гірських порід, які характеризуються незначними деформаціями. У даному випадку зазначені висновки відповідають підводним або боковим виробкам. Значення стійкості гірських порід нижче 0.5, що не впливає на стійкість транспортного штреку.

У наукові новини. Для умов родовища “Беспемпір” у транспортному штреку на основі вивчення НДС масиву гірських порід визначено наявність ділянок порід, що дозволяє використовувати конкретну конструкцію кріплення регульованого опору (КРО).

Практична значимість. Застосування КРО залежно від наявності порідних масивів, що виробляє мінімалізацію втрати на кріплення транспортного штреку в підтримання протяжних ділянок виробок, а також підвищує безперервність ведення гірських робіт у конкретних гірсько-геологічних умовах Беспемпірського родовища.
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Анализ напряженно-деформированного состояния пород вокруг транспортного штрека месторождения “Бескемпир” (Казахстан)

А. Бегалинов, Т. Алменов, Р. Жанакова, Б. Бектур

Цель. Исследование и детальный анализ напряженно-деформированного состояния (НДС) горных пород вокруг транспортного штрека на основе численного моделирования для выбора рационального типа и конструкции крепи транспортного штрека месторождения “Бескемпир”.

Методика. Использован комплексный метод исследования: анализ и обобщение литературных источников по изучению НДС горных пород массива, совершенствованию технологии крепления горных выработок; натурных и лабораторных испытаний при исследовании и определении прочности образцов горных пород; применению математической статистики и обработки экспериментальных данных в программных продуктах. Численное моделирование НДС выполнено в программе Examine 2D с учетом образованной области разрушенных пород в виде правильного треугольника со сторонами 138×138×138 м. Для оценки устойчивости пород использовали методику Бартон (Q-рейтинг).

Результаты. Выполнено численное моделирование НДС состояния горных пород в зоне тектонического разлома транспортного штрека на горизонте +230 м и определены зоны распространения деформаций массива вокруг контура выработки. Построены графики смещение пород кровли и боков транспортного штрека и установлено, что максимальные смещение проявляются на протяжении зоны тектонического разлома. Выявлены зоны неустойчивости массива, зоны неустойчивости массива с учетом трещиноватости массива выработки, зоны распространения устойчивых и неустойчивых массивов транспортного штрека. Установлено, что выработка с учетом разлома имеет протяженность неустойчивой части массива 41.6%, а более устойчивой части выработки – 58%. Предложено протяженность транспортного штрека разделить на 3 участка по устойчивости горных пород с определенным видом крепления.

Научная новизна. Для условий месторождения “Бескемпир” в транспортном штреке на основе изучения НДС массива горных пород выявлены характерные участки по устойчивости, что позволило определить конкретную конструкцию крепи регулируемого сопротивления (КРС).

Практическая значимость. Применение КРС в зависимости от устойчивости массива горных пород позволяет минимизировать затраты на крепление штрека и поддержание протяженных участков выработки, а также повысить безопасность ведения горных работ в конкретных горно-геологических условиях Бескемпирского месторождения.

Ключевые слова: напряженно-деформированное состояние, породный массив, крепление, зона разлома, конструкция крепи, строительство, тектонические разломы, подземные выработки
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